
Instructor: Robin Lambert

ART 361:: Assignment 3 :: Ceramic Technology :: Clay and Glaze Testing

Aim
To test a learn how to mix and test a glaze and how to test your clay for shrinkage.

Part One - Glazes
1.  Go to the ceramics library and find the glaze books. Choose one Cone 6 Glaze and one Cone 10 Glaze. 

Copy them down. Double check the ingredients (make sure we have the ingredients by peaking in the glaze 
room). DO NOT USE LEADED GLAZES.

2. Use these recipes to make a 100 gram batch of  each.
3. Make 20 test tiles using the extruder. You can make for test tiles if  you are in ceramics next term or you 

would like to do extra testing. 50 would be a good number. Mark these test tiles with your name or a chop. 
4. Test tiles should have one half  side painted with white slip and one half  a darker slip.  This provides the 

viewer with not only its stoneware effect, but also its porcelain effect.
5. For each glaze you will make five test tiles.  There will be one tile for each of: Cone 9 reduction, Cone 9 

oxidation, Cone 6 oxidation, Cone 04 oxidation and one OTHER (wood or Soda)
6. Mount and label all your test tiles for presentation.

Part Two - Class Glazes
1. Go to the list on the Glaze Room door. Look at the top Glaze listed on the list posted there. Mix one batch 

of  glaze for the class.
2. Each of  you is responsible for ONE glaze each but I would recommend working with a partner. Each team 

would then make two glazes.

Part Three - Clay Bodies
1. Make six bars of  each clay you want to test - two bars for each temperature you will test. Make these bars 

13 x 5 x 1.5 cm and carefully mark on them what temperature you will be firing each to and what clay you 
are testing. For example: P700 Cone 6. Two bars will say Cone 04, two Cone 6 and two Cone 9/10.

2. Carefully measure and draw a line 10 cm long on each tile. Score the beginning and end of  the like with a 
perpendicular line to help you measure the line.

3. Measure the WET to DRY shrinkage. When the tile is dry, measure the line that was 10 cm. Compute the 
shrinkage - (WET LINE - DRY LINE/WET LINE) x 100 = percentage of  shrinkage. 

4. Fire each of  the tiles in pairs - 2 fired to Cone 04, 2 to Cone 6 and 2 to Cone 9/10.
5. Calculate the TOTAL shrinkage fro WET to FIRED and the shrinkage from DRY to FIRED.
6. Mount and label all of  you clay bars for presentation. 

Due Dates
Clay and Glaze tests - November 12
Class Glaze mixing - December 3 (but leaving it to the end does not help the class)

Notes and hints
Presentation is IMPORTANT.

                                                                 


